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This Is LifeWear

Who you are, what you believe in: that’s what you wear every day. And that is what we make clothing for. Welcome to a new way of apparel.

Apparel that comes from our Japanese values of simplicity, quality and longevity. Designed to be of the time and for the time. Made with such modern elegance that it becomes the building blocks of your style.

A perfect shirt that is always being made more perfect. The simplest design hiding the most thoughtful and modern details. The best in fit and fabric made to be affordable and accessible to all.

Clothing that we are constantly innovating, bringing more warmth, more lightness, better design, and better comfort to your life.

It never stops evolving because your life never stops changing.

Simple apparel with a not-so-simple purpose: to make your life better.

Uniqlo LifeWear. Simple made better.
CLOTHING THAT MOVES WITH YOU

Whether you’re hitting the gym or running errands, activewear is the new normal. With innovative technology and everyday style, UNIQLO’s activewear essentials keep you covered from the gym to the streets.

**LOVE IT**
“It’s comfy, true to size, and just what I needed. I’ve been a fan of Uniqlo for years, and continue to love their products!”
— Anonymous

**MEN**
- DRY Stretch Sweat Full-Zip Hoodie
  - $39.90

**WOMEN**
- AiRism UV Cut Mesh Long Sleeve Hoodie
  - $29.90

**KIDS**
- DRY Stretch Sweatpants
  - $19.90

**MEN**
- Sweat Full-Zip Long Sleeve Hoodie
  - $29.90
100% French Linen

Enjoy the soft, comfortable texture unique to French linen. Rich colors give a lively, refreshing look.

Choose from a wide assortment of colors and patterns.

Linen Cotton

The perfect balance of fine linen and cotton for the ultimate in refreshing comfort.

Linen Blend

A linen-and-nylon blend stays smooth and wicks away moisture, so you’re always comfortable.
A t-shirt is more than just a t-shirt. It’s an expression of who you are. Where you’ve been. What you love. And with hundreds of limited edition t-shirts to choose from each year, you’ll always find one that says exactly how you feel. That’s the UT philosophy.

Colors and styles are subject to availability. Shop UNIQLO.com for our full collection.

Our UT collection offers something for everyone! Shop styles from art masters like Andy Warhol and Keith Haring, or embrace Japanese elegance with Hokusai Blue. There’s so much to see with UT.
Our range of jeans includes every pair you need for a modern wardrobe. From skinny fits to classic and vintage-inspired silhouettes, each style features thoughtful design details for a more comfortable wear.

Our denim is made with tradition and innovation in mind to provide a wide variety of fits and silhouettes. Find a comfortable pair with the right silhouette and fit that’s truly you.

**Ultra Stretch Jeans**

- Ultra Stretch Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Slim Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Skinny Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Skinny Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Skinny Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Stretch High Rise Skinny Ankle Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Regular Fit

**EZY Jeans**

- EZY Skinny Fit Color Jeans
  - $39.90
- EZY Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Slim Fit
- EZY Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Slim Fit
- EZY Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Slim Fit
- EZY Jeans
  - $39.90
  - Slim Fit

**Color Stay Jeans**

- Color Stay Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Color Stay Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Color Stay Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Color Stay Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Color Stay Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit

**Regular Fit Jeans**

- Regular Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Regular Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Regular Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Regular Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Regular Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit

**Skinny Fit Jeans**

- Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Skinny Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit

**Slim Fit Jeans**

- Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit
- Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Regular Fit

**Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans**

- Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit
- Stretch Selvedge Slim Fit Jeans
  - $49.90
  - Slim Fit

**Ultra Light Down Jacket**

- Ultra Light Down Jacket
  - $69.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Light Down Jacket
  - $69.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Light Down Jacket
  - $69.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Light Down Jacket
  - $69.90
  - Regular Fit
- Ultra Light Down Jacket
  - $69.90
  - Regular Fit

**warm premium down**

- Packs away easily
- Ultra light and warm, the packable, functional design of Ultra Light Down makes it the perfect outerwear for every occasion.
BLOCKTECH
Blocks rain and wind.* Stays breathable.

*Pockets are not waterproof. Please use caution when storing electronics.
AIRism is designed to feel as if nothing is there.

Layered beneath your clothes, it can keep you cool from underneath. It lives with you like a second skin, keeping you comfortable despite an unexpected change in the weather.

AIRism is offered in multiple variations, each designed for different needs and lifestyles. No matter who you are or how you live, there’s an AIRism that can work for you.

**AIRism**

- **Smooth to the touch**
  - Super fine fibers mean a silky-soft feel.

- **Mesh Type AIRism**
  - Quick drying + Moisture wicking
  - Stay fresh with twice the breathability.

- **Seamless Type AIRism**
  - Seamless + Sleek
  - No seams* means it won’t show under layers.

*Crested color*

---

**INNERWEAR**

Comfortable from the inside out, our innerwear is the perfect foundation for every day.

This is wireless like you’ve never seen before.

Cups expand and adjust to fit any bust.

**WOMEN**

- **AIRism Bra**
  - Sleeveless Top
  - $19.90

**MEN**

- **Color Socks**
  - 4 for $9.90

Colors and styles subject to in-store availability. Shop the full collection at UNIQLO.com.
Visit UNIQLO Paramus Park for our LARGEST SELECTION OF KIDS’ AND BABIES’ ITEMS in New Jersey!

Made for your little style star — a variety of essentials perfect for play. Stock up on cozy tees, easy shorts, and light warm padded parkas for windy days.

**UNIQLO KIDS COLLECTION**

- **Light Warm Padded Parka**
  - KIDS
  - $39.90

- **Easy Shorts**
  - KIDS
  - $14.90

- **Light Warm Padded Parka**
  - BABY
  - $39.90

- **Leggings**
  - BABY
  - $7.90
In November 2016, Fast Retailing opened the JEANS INNOVATION CENTER as a denim research and development facility in Los Angeles. The center creates designs with an emphasis on quality, the pursuit of safe and efficient operations, and the reduction of environmental impact during the manufacturing process. An example of one of its innovations is the production of pre-faded and pre-ripped jeans. By adopting a laser process and other leading technologies, the Jeans Innovation Center aims to shorten manual processes and greatly reduce chemicals, water and waste.

UNIQLO is honored to welcome Roger Federer as our new Global Brand Ambassador!

"Mr. Federer is one of the greatest champions in history; my respect for him goes beyond sport. Our partnership will be about innovation on and off court. We share a goal of making positive change in the world, and I hope together we can bring the highest quality of life to the greatest number of people." - Tadashi Yanai, UNIQLO Founder, Chairman, and CEO

BUY ONLINE PICK UP IN STORE

1. GO TO UNIQLO.COM AND START SHOPPING.
2. PLACE YOUR ORDER AND CHOOSE PICK UP IN STORE AT CHECKOUT.
3. YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED VIA EMAIL WHEN YOUR ORDER IS READY FOR PICKUP.

SUSTAINABILITY AT UNIQLO

UNIQLO RECYCLE

Since 2004, UNIQLO has been maximizing the value of clothing by collecting its gently worn products from customers. The clothing is then distributed globally to refugees through the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) or locally to people in need.

JEANS INNOVATION CENTER

In November 2016, Fast Retailing opened the JEANS INNOVATION CENTER as a denim research and development facility in Los Angeles. The center creates designs with an emphasis on quality, the pursuit of safe and efficient operations, and the reduction of environmental impact during the manufacturing process. An example of one of its innovations is the production of pre-faded and pre-ripped jeans. By adopting a laser process and other leading technologies, the Jeans Innovation Center aims to shorten manual processes and greatly reduce chemicals, water and waste. 
700 Paramus Park, Paramus, NJ 07652
Located on the first floor, across from the KIDS’ play area.

FREE GIFT
The first 200 customers in line each day (Friday and Saturday) during opening weekend will receive (1) free water bottle as a special thanks from UNIQLO. Limit (1) per customer. While supplies last.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR STORE MANAGER
Thank you Paramus Park Mall for welcoming Uniqlo to the community! With the largest kids and babies selection in NJ at Paramus Park, and the already innovative men’s and women’s fashion forward clothing, there is no doubt that you will fall in love with one of our products. At Uniqlo, we pride ourselves in our commitment to Lifewear and our statement of “made for all” by elevating the customer experience with clothing and creating true relationships with customers through our product. My team and I are excited to be coming into a multigenerational community that can bring joy to the whole family. Come visit us on the right side of center court!

- Yvonne Cheng, UNIQLO Paramus Park Store Manager

GET $5 OFF YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF $10 OR MORE
DOWNLOAD THE UNIQLO APP NOW
UNIQLO app is valid only for U.S. residents. Valid only at UNIQLO Paramus Park. Applicable only for first download users.

FOLLOW US @UNIQLOUSA